
VHF  CONTEST  ,, Novi Sad“ 
 

According to the official timetable of Serbian amateur radio union, Radio club „Novi Sad“ 
has honour to anounce VHF contest Novi Sad, which will take place on first Sunday in 

August. Starting in 2007, this contest will become traditional 
  

R U L E S 
  
1.   ORGANIZER: Radio club „Novi Sad“ YU7BPQ Bulevar Mihajla Pupina 1/6, 21000              
      Novi Sad  
2.   DATE AND TIME: The first full weekend in August, starting at 14:00 GMT Saturday,           
      ending 14:00 GMT Sunday  
3.   Contest will take place only on 144 MHz.  
4.   Every licenced operator may eneter the contest, within own licence permit.  
5.   Categories:  

a) LP YU (up to  50W out) 
b) HP YU (over 50 W out)  
c) FM YU 
d) NON YU (all mode outside of Serbia) 
e) FM EU (FM outside of Serbia) 

 
6.   Modes : CW, SSB, FM  
7.   Contest exchange (RS(T) + serial number starting from 001+ QTH locator).  
8.   Scoring is done by 1km = 1 point rule.  
9.   You are allowed to work the same station only once during the contest, regardless  
       of mode.     
10.   QSOs made over repeaters, satelites, EME, MS i PSK are not valid.  
11.   DUPE QSOs must be marked, and they do not count in the final score.  
12.   Contest logs containing over 5% of bad QSOs (unmarked DUPEs, incorrect QSOs)  
        will be disqualified.  
13.   Send your contest log, not later than 8 days after the contest strictly  
        in EDI format to our e-mail address yu7bpq@ptt.rs. You will get a confirmation of  
        contest log within 24 hours period.  
14.   All logs, postmarked or e-mailed after deadline for sending will be used in checkolg  
        purposes.   
15.   Contest log should contain:  
        -  Date and time in UTC  
        -  Callsign of station worked  
        -  Mode  
        -  Band  
        -  Sent and received RST, serial number and WW locator  
        -  QRB – km points for every qso  
  
  
  
16. Summary must contain:  
      -  Name and date of contest  
      -  Contest call and name of operator   2 
      -   QTH locator, QTH and A.S.L hight  



        -  Data of station, power and antennas used  
        -  Callsigns of other operators  
        -  Number of correct QSOs and sum of points  
        -  Statement about obeying the contest rules and HAM spirit  
  
17.   Unofficial results will be published 30 days after the contest end, and final results  
        60 days after the contest end at our website www.yu7bpq.com , web site of Serbian  
        amateur radio union www.yu1srs.com, and local mailing lists.   
18.   Awards:  
        - In categories A, B and C, first three places win a trophy and diploma,  
          and stations placed 4-10 place will receive a diploma  
                
                                                                                                                      
      
       - In category D-E, first placed station wins a trophy, second and third  
         placed win a diploma.  
 
       - Awards for the first three places will be awarded if in the category is  
         at least 5 participants in the placement, and only for the first place if  
         in this category is less than 5 participants in the placement. 
  
19. All decitions of organizers are final.   
  
  
         VHF  commision RC „ Novi Sad“ 


